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ഷɐܰϊȽ̟ਂࠇۺѫذพؿɣێᇒй͐ಶcܰऋП
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The attempts at
rescuing Lee Tung
Street from demolition
were ultimately in vain.
The Urban Renewal
Authority had, since
2004, successfully
evacuated all its
inhabitants, fenced the
entire site and
demolished all the
building clusters,
despite all the citizen’s
oppositions and civic
lobbies. What is
apparent, as of today,
is the rosy picture of
the re-generated street
stenciled on the site
partitions, as shown in
this documentation of
the street from 2004 to
2009.
Views shot from
Johnston Road
towards Queen’s
Road East. (North
towards South)

Late 2004 –
Mid 2005

Lee Tung Street was more than a cluster of shops. With
a very stable tenancy, shop owners had been sharing
resources among them, such as wedding organization,
child caring, and daily necessities like water and toilet
facility. Lee Tung Street was an example of a micro
social network in action.
It had been a year since the Urban Renewal Authority
started acquiring the shop units. Yet most of the shops
were reluctant to move.

Middle –
Late 2006

September 2007

Late 2007 –
Early 2008

Late 2008 –
Early 2009

The shops were gradually replaced by the sign “This
is an Urban Renewal Authority property”, which was
specially made for Lee Tung Street. At that time, only
one small print shop left (see even number scroll). A
vacant shop was then transformed into a security
office. On the other hand, hawkers started emerging
at the corner of the street.

Construction company started
erecting hoardings. Petitions were
staged by the occupants and
activists, urging for the option to
return to the street after its
redevelopment, hence, paving the
way for a pioneering arrangement.
It was reported that 15
demonstrators were arrested and
abusively stripped for search by
the police.

Lee Tung Street had become a construction site. Wire
mesh was installed above the hoardings to fence off
protesters. The previously busy street was then filled with
dust and thundering noise.
At the end of the street, May Ip (see even number scroll),
a former Lee Tung Street shop owner, was on a hunger
strike, in an attempt to stop the demolition. Photo
shooting was under surveillance and had been stopped
brutally by the construction workers.

The hoardings practically outlined a void left behind after
demolition. On their surfaces were children’s drawings and
artist’s impression of the future Lee Tung Street offered by
Urban Renewal Authority. On Sunday mornings, the Street
is a free parking lot for taxis. The only signs of life were
stray dogs and occasional hawkers.
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